June 19 2019

S&P CRISIL Awards Red Fort Capital’s NBFC an Investment Grade Rating
In India a few Banks & Financial institutions are in a credit crunch turmoil and
ratings downgrades are abundant. In this market it is our pleasure to share that
Red Fort Capital's - Non Bank Finance
Company [NBFC] has received an Investment
Grade Rating from S&P CRISIL on June 19th
2019.
The rating is more than a sliver of hope in the
India Financial Institution Turbulence. The
key fact is India remains a deep and fastgrowing credit market with exiting poor
credit penetration while 80%+ of Indians
have a bank account now.
The Fundamental of borrowers in India remain strong - as indicated by Red Fort
Capital’s NBFC’s zero NPA’s (Non Performing Assets) since inception in 2011.
Focus on quality underwriting and sound diligence when coupled with a clear
investment philosophy – leverages the dynamic fast growing credit opportunities
in India. The recent media coverage has been a combination of excessive related
party lending; coupled with poor underwriting.
At Red Fort Capital character and rigor has always been the soul of the business. It
is our pleasure to note that the esteemed rating agency has believed that great
underwriting, pragmatic focus and diligent execution when coupled with great
character - produces fine results.
The media hasn’t had a chance to underscore that India has strong fundamental
and poor credit penetration. Credit demand is rapidly accelerating and Red Fort
estimates that the credit penetration will 3x in the
next decade. Red Fort Capital remains committed to
participate in it in a meaningful way with it’s fast
gowing NBFC and commitment to a multi decade
investment thesis.

The investment Grade Credit Rating this
month for Red Fort’s NBFC is a baby step
towards building in India and for India - one
of the finest Financial Institutions.
We are happy to have you join us in the
journey as partners and well-wishers.
We will continue to grow our existing
credit categories like Logistics, Assembly
Plants, Industrial & Schools, while we
add verticals in new categories like retail
and venture. Team growth remains
paramount and we continue to seek
driven and passionate people. We look
forward to adding partners, borrowers
and lenders – Institutional domestic
and international. As always, we remain
focused on delivering value and look
forward to engaging with you - with
your ideas and feedback.
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